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ALL THE FEATURES OF
THIS SITE

This is an contributive platform, on which
each local stakeholders – company,
association, university or public institution –
can mention its international activities on an
interactive map.

World map :
Consult all the projects implemented in
different geographical areas.

This platform has three goals : to make the
international activity of local stakeholders
more visible, to make it easier for those
stakeholders to develop new synergies and
to reinforce local attractiveness..

INTERACTIVE MAP
The platform allows any user to access to
an interactive map where each
international projects or stakeholders are
indicated.
If you zoom on the Grenoble Metropolitan
area, you will see different types of local
stakeholders involved in international
actions :

Find new partners for common action abroad : :
Identify local and active stakeholders at
international level.

Company
Higher Education / Research
Université Grenoble Alpes
Public Institution
Association

Each action is ordered following SDGs
topics:
No poverty
Zero hanger
Good health and Well-being
Quality education
Gender equality
Clean Water and sanitation
Affordable and Clean energy
Decent work and economic growth
Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure
Reduce inequalities
Sustainable Cities and Communities
Responsible consumption and production
Climate action
Life below water
Life on land
Peace, justice and strong institutions
Partnerships for the goals.

Agenda
Learn more about international events taking
place in Grenoble Metropolitan area.
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USERS
& CONTRIBUTORS
WHO ARE THE USERS ?
Anyone can consult the platform and have access to the basic
information offered by the contributors. They can consult the
interactive maps, the agenda, have access to basic information about
an action or an actor. They can't access the contact information of
contributors or local contact person (information only available to
contributors with a validated and active account).

WHO ARE THE CONTRIBUTORS ?
Any stakeholder - company,
association, scientist,
institution - who wants to
develop common activities
abroad can register itself. The
only condition is to have a real
activity on the metropolitan
territory or abroad.

Each "stakeholder" is
represented by one single
"contributor" .
The contributors register
themselves in behalf of their
employer. They have to use
their professional e-mail
address to be identified by the
administrators as legitimate
contributors.

Only associations managing
activities in the area of
international cooperation can
register and create an account.

Only institutions administrating
the platform can have several
contributors (See partners on
the front page of this Guide).

Contributors are legally
responsible for the content they
publish. By entering information,
they agree to share it with users
or other contributors, as
specified in the present guide.
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WHAT DOES AN ACTIVE
ACCOUNT ALLOW TO DO ?
Account holders approved by the administrators become potential
contributors. They can : access to the interactive map and to the
agenda, consult information published by other stakeholders
(about detailed projects, organisation contact, local contact
person ...) or publish information on activities abroad carried
out by his organization.

HOW TO CREATE AN
ACCOUNT
Each contributor is responsible for the information he
publishes, in particular in case of personal data (ie :
local contact). Any publication is subject to a moderation
a posteriori (Cf. Administration p.7). Some information
are optional, but the following fields below are required
if you want to create an account :
The name of the structure/stakeholder
Work topics (SDGs)
Adress / location (used for the map)/ state
Contributor's contact details : name, function,
professional e-mail adress.

Example of a stakeholder sheet

EXTERNAL LINKS

You can add links to publishers' social
networks.
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PUBLICATION OF INFORMATION
ABOUT YOUR ACTIVITIES ABROAD
Only information about sustainable activities can be
registered. What we consider as lasting are the
following "actions": partnerships between
stakeholders and territories, cooperation or
research long term projects, general or specific
stakeholders networks, representative offices
and local branches abroad, or recurring
events.

MANDATORY
INFORMATION
The title of the action
The SDGS's topic covered
Adress or geolocation
The contact information of the contributor will be
posted on the action sheet in the absence of local
contact. Before saving the local contact information,
the contributor must certify the prior agreement of the
local contact.
The action sheet can be entered in English or in
French. If you represent a company or a research
institution, it is recommended that you entered it in
English.
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), adopted by
all United Nations Member States in 2015, are used to
classify the type of action of each stakeholders.

EXAMPLE OF LAYOUT : ACTION
SHEET AND DATA ENTRY FORM
Visible on the next page.
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ADD AN ACTION:

Data entry form - Action sheet

SHEET ACTION LAYOUT
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TOPICS
THE "SDGs", WHAT IS IT ?
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, adopted by all United
Nations Member States in 2015, provides a shared blueprint for peace and
prosperity for people and the planet, now and into the future. At its heart
are the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which are an urgent call
for action by all countries - developed and developing - in a global
partnership.
The United Nations country team, with the SDGs, identified cross-cutting
targets necessary for a shared and sustainable development.
Eradicating poverty in all its forms remains one of the
greatest challenges facing humanity.This involves
targeting the most vulnerable, increasing basic
resources and services, and supporting communities
affected by conflict and climate-related disasters.
End with all forms of hunger and malnutrition. This
involves promoting sustainable agricultural, supporting
small-scale farmers and equal access to land,
technology and markets.

Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at
all ages : achieving “universal health coverage”;
reducing illness and death caused by pollution; and
increasing the global health workforce, especially in
the world’s poorer countries.
Insure inclusive and quality education for all and
promote lifelong learning : cover the need for access to
university-level education, vocational training, and
entrepreneurship skills, and they pay special attention
to issues of equity.

Achieve gender equality and empower women and girls,
Equality and empowerment includes freedom from
discrimination and violence.

Ensure access to water and sanitation for all, including
protecting the ecosystems that provide the water in the
first place.

Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and
modern energy for all. This Goal pushes for a
conversion to renewable sources, and it calls for
dramatic improvements in efficienty everywhere.
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Promote inclusive and sustainable economic growth,
employment and decent work for all : economic growth
innovation and “decoupling” growth from ecosystem
degradation.
Build resilient infrastructure, promote sustainable
industrialization and foster innovation, ensuring that
everyone can enjoy the benefits of what humanity can
build.

Reduce inequality within and among countries. The
Goal includes a range of measures, including regulation
of the financial markets, to make the playing field more
level.

Make cities inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable. This
Goal also covers issues like transportation, disaster
preparedness, and even the preservation of “the world’s
cultural and natural heritage.”
Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns.
This Goal references that, but also covers topics like
reducing food waste, corporate sustainability practice,
public procurement, and making people aware of how
their lifestyle choices make a difference.
Take urgent action to combat climate change and its
impacts. It guides nations on their joint action to limit
global warming to not more than 2 degrees C. (and
preferably 1.5).
Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and
marine resources. It includes research and learning,
because we understand so little about what lies under
the water’s surface.

Sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, halt
and reverse land degradation, halt biodiversity loss...

Promote just, peaceful and inclusive societies : reduce
violence, end torture, decrease the production and flow
of arms, reduce corruption, create governments and
institutions that work … for everyone.
Revitalize the global partnership for sustainable
development, making sure all countries have what they
need — funds, capacities, technologies, etc. — to
achieve the rest of the SDGs.
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THE ADMINISTRATION
OF THE PLATFORM
WHAT DO THE
ADMINISTRATORS DO ?
The administrators regulate the
platform. They have to approve
the creation of contributors
accounts. If a contributor does
not publish content for 6
months, a message will be sent
to him to encourage him to
update his information and
contributions.

MODERATION
If a contributor does not
respect this Guide or if he
publishes inappropriate
content, the administrators
will suspend or delete his
account or part of the
information published with
the account.

Any account that has been
inactive for at least 7 months
(lack of publication in term of
information about activities
abroad or international events
taking place in Grenoble) will
be suspended.
The contributor account will be
deleted, if any.

Inappropriate content can
be reported to the
administrators directly on
the site.

PRINCIPLES

INFORM

SHARE

COLLAB

About the international
activity of local stakeholders
to be more visible.

Information about
international projects,
ressources or contacts.

Between local stakeholders
on international
projects.
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